.
In a future paper we hope to use this construction to provide natural definitions for the ,-operations on algebraic K-theory (coming from exterior powers). This would provide A-operations on derived K-groups, such as relative K-groups or K-groups with supports, where none exist at the moment. For this purpose a construction such as G is essential, because 3 is not additive on K0.Xt', and thus cannot arise as a map Q'I O'l.
I. Simplicial homotopy theory
In [5] , Quillen developed fundamental techniques for proving homotopy theoretic facts about the geometric realizations of categories. In this section we show that they work more generally for simplicial sets. Some notation first. Let A / be the category of finite ordered sets, let A be the category of nonempty finite ordered sets, and use A, B, C for typical objects of these categories. For pN let [p] .'=(0<l < <p) A.
The p-simplices X([ p l) of a simplicial set X will also be denoted by Xp.
We have full faithful functors A A+,--, (ordered sets) ' -, (partially ordered sets) (categories) (simplicial sets), where N ="nerve of". Consequently, we may identify everything in sight with its nerve, and will never write N.
We use to denote "geometric realization of". Proof The retractions A ( } ( } provide a map G on the other way so that FG 1. We define a simplicial homotopy h: X [1] --) X from 1 x to GF as follows, the idea being to retract the elements of A onto one by one. Given a p-simplex (a,/3): [ Proof. We mimic the proof of theorem A in [5] . Consider We see that g*o H Notice that f*o H: Gt' ---, Gt' is the map which adds N to every term in the second filtration; we claim that it is a homotopy equivalence. To see this, let G: G'---, Gt' be the map which adds N to the every term in the first filtration. Then F:=Go(f*oH)=(f*oH)oG is the map which adds N to both filtrations, as pictured here:
There is a simplicial homotopy from I to F, defined as a map Gt' [1] Gt' as follows. Given a simplex (a, fl):
, we choose i, 1 < < q, so that fl (0) [i) 0 and fl(i + 1)
using the natural and obvious choices for all the quotients which are needed to make a simplex of G'. One checks that h is a simplicial map, and thus f*o H is a homotopy equivalence.
We claim it is enough now to show that J .'= H o g* is homotopic to the identity. For, assuming that done, since g* H 1, we see that g* and H are homctopy equivalences. Since f* H is a homotopy equivalence, so is f*, and we are done.
We set Y 0,MIS.,. The map J is the map Y Y described by
For all pairs L K >--> M of admissible monomorphisms in ,//t' we choose a pushout object LIIKM. When K 0, we specify that LLIIM L M.
We make Y into an H-space using pushout over N; i.e., the addition map + YXYY is described as follows: We define by Then S-i* S-Xf 1, so it is enough to find a homotopy 1 S-if S-i*.
We make S-XE c into an H-space using pullback, setting 
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Notice that even though we are switching A P to P @ A, we don't run into Thomason's phony multiplication problem. That problem was a failure of naturality, but here we are just describing objects and arrows for our % computation, and not trying to make a functor. (1) objects K and L in t'; (2) admissible filtrations 
